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Owner involvement in construction at a national laboratory

G. Lipka
Manager, SandialVational Laboratories Facilities ES&H

ABSTRACT In a construction project, the contractor and the owner each have a responsibility
forensuring thehealth andstiety of personnelon a project site. The contractorhas the
responsibility for ensuring that the provisions of OSHA’S safety and health regulations are
followed and that the work is conducted in a de and well thought out manner (Kohn 1996).
The owner has a responsibilityfor disclosingto the contractorthoseowner-controlledhazards
that are present in the work area due to ongoing and past operations (OSHA 1997). With the
owner taking an active role in disclosing the potential hazards, the contractor is able to account
for, pkq and mitigate potential heakh and safiety issues during the pefiormance phase of the
project. At Sandia National Laboratories, this disclosure is made early in the project through the
use of processes developed specifically for this purpose.

1 INTRODUCTION

Sandia National Laboratories, New Mexico (SNIJNM) is a multi-program laboratory that
undertakes fimdamental and applied research activities, with its primary mission being national
security with emphasis on nuclear weapon research development, and engineering. Sandia
Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed-Martti under contract to the Department
of Energy (DOE), operates the laboratory for the DOE. Sandia Corporation oversees
approximately $55M in new and renovation construction every year to meet the mission and
infrastructure needs of the laboratory. Several buildings serving this mission have been in use
for over 40 years, with a long history of vaned projects and programs potentially involving the
use of hazardous andlor radioactive materials.

In a multi-program environment test sites, buildings, and individual rooms within buildings
may have been used for a variety of projects. Because individual projects supporting the
programs may have used hazardous and/or radioactive materials, there is a DOE aud corporate
drivenrequirementto assessthepotentialrisksassociatedwithpersonnel safety and health prior
to working in any area (DOE 1995). As a result, it is incumbent upon persons managing
construction projects within the laboratory to provide and disclose as much information as
possible to the contractors coming onto the site before any construction work is perliormed.

To assist in meeting this requiremen~ an Environmental Safety and HeaIth (ES&H) support
team, comprised of industrial hygienists, waste disposal specialists, construction and electrical
safety, asbestos consultants, and radiation protection personnel, was formed in the early 1990’s
to address building hazard and constmction safety issues. Using the framework provided by the
DOE’s Integrated Safety Management System (EMS), processes were developed to assess the
potential risks and regulatory requirements before work is conducted in or around any project
site. Among these processes, the Building Modification and Hazard Assessment (BMHA)
process was created to assess issues related to personnel stiety and health in an effort to identfi
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and mitigate potentially hazardous exposures to the contractors coming onto the site. This
process, along with a program to ensure contractor compliance in the areas of safety and health
during constructio~ have helped maintain Sandia’s construction contractor OSHA recordable
rate in construction safety to approximately one half the national average.

2 INTEGRATED SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (ISMS)

Fundamental to Sandia’s hazard assessment process is the DOE’s Integrated Safety
Management System. This system provides a framework for management of all laboratory
work including construction on the Sandia site. The basic philosophy of the ISMS process is
defined in a set of guiding principles, which ensure that

. All personnel know and understand their roles, authorities, and accountabilities

. All work is planned with appropriate rigor

. All hazards are identified and controlled through engineered or administrative processes
● The correct standards are identitled and applied to stie work practices
. Work is performed by trained, qualified personnel
● Safe work practices are evaluated and improved through timely feedback

The management of work performed under the ISMS process, whether employed early during
the conceptual stages of a project or later at the task-specific activity levels, can be categorized
into five fictional areas of planning; identification of hazards; controlling hazards;
uerforrnin~ work, and feedback. As depicted in Figure 1, it can be seen that this is a continuous
~rocess ~t can be applied at any phas~ of a project or activity.

Aplan
Work

Integrated Safety Management SystemFigure 1

2.1 ISMS at theProject Phase

Applied to a construction projec~ the ISMS model provides a simple, methodical roadrnap for
hazard evaluation and mitigation. Each point on the star triggers processes and decisions
initiated by those having responsibility for a specific phase of a project. For instance, at the
Planning phase of the star, the project engineer consults with the team of ES&H subject matter
experts to decide whether a particular project can proceed or if it requires a full hazard
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evaluation prior to proceeding with the work. The decision to obtain or not obtain a fill hazard
evaluation is based primarily on the complexity and location of the project. For instance

. Is the project located in a new building or an old building?

. Is this project a simple office modification or a renovation in a wet chemistry laboratory
with fime hoods and acid drains?

. Will the project disturb any areas with known soil contamination?

Once the decision is made to proceed with a IM1hazard evaluatioL the next point of the star,
the Hazard Identification phase, is initiated. The ES&H Support team reviews the project
information and conducts surveys to determine if any hazards will be encountered. These
hazards include, but are not limited to, chemical hazards from existing or past operations,
radiation hazards either in the form of residual contamination or existing sources, asbestos and
lead hazards, or underground/ hidden utility hazards. Using past documentatio~ site surveys,
instrumentation measurements, and analytical results, the tiormation gathered by the ES&H

supportteamis forwardedbackto theprojectengineerintheformofa report.
Using the report during the Control Hazards phase, the project engineer again has a decision

to make. Knowing the hazards which may be encountere~ the engineer can design around the
hazards, proceed with the design as planne~ or, if the identified hazards create a significant
proble~ stop the project. If the project proceeds as plannei the information gathered during
the hazard evaluation phase is accounted for in the design and disclosed in the construction
documents. Armed with the hazard inforrnatio~ the contractor assigned the work can then plan
for the safety and health of its crew.

It is the functional area of Identifying Hazards and Controlling Hazards where the hazard
assessment process takes place within the confines of a construction project. The remaining
portions of this paper will concentrate specifically on that process and the integration of the
hazard identification results into the contractor’s work plan.

3 BUILDING MODIFICATION AND HAZARD ASSESSMENTS

The purpose of the Building Modification and Hazard Assessment (BMHA) process is to
identifi and evaluate environment, sallety and health hazards associated with current job-site
conditions prior to performing Facilities-managed construction or maintenance activities. When
appropriate, recommendations for stie work practices, environmental protection measures, and
personal protective equipment are included in the hazard evaluation to provide protection from
the pre-existing hazards.

This process evaluates job-site conditions and hazards associated with: chemicals, confined
spaces, lead-based paints, shielding, and dust, asbestos, environmental restoration sites,
radiological activities, hazardous, radioactive, and mixed wastes, and general construction and
maintenance activities. This process is not intended to address activity-specific hazards, such as
machine guards, electrical safety or crane safety concerns. Activity-specific hazards are
addressed through operating procedures, job stiety analysis, or in the contractor’s site-specific
health and stiety plan.

3.1 ES&H Support Team and Responsibilities

The persons responsible for conducting the hazard evaluations are subject matter experts in the
fields of industrial hygiene, radiation protection, construction safety, asbestos and lead
management, and waste management. They are co-located within Sandia’s Facilities
Engineering Department, providing for easy access by the engineers and designers to consult on
the hazards that may be encountered in a project. Information on any health and safety concerns
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is gathered using existing maps, site surveys, analytical laboratory services, and the process
knowledge of the owners of the space where the work is to be conducted.

A BMHA coordinator is the initial point of contact for the engineer. This coordinator provides
consultation as to whether a hazard assessment is necessmy. In additio~ he is responsible for
logging and tracking each hazard assessment request from the initiation of the request through
completion. BMHA requests, which include a detailed project description and locatio~ are
logged into a database and are forward electronically to each of the subject matter experts by
the coordinator. Individual reports on specific hazards are completed by the support team
members and then compiled into a single summary report by the coordinator. This summary
report is then forwarded to the engineer. The individual reports are then kept in a file, which can
then be used for reference on fiture projects.

Presently, there are twenty-six members in the support teaw including twelve people who are
on-site contractors assigned to implement Sandia’s asbestos and lead management program and
six persons responsible for Sandia’s fire protection program. The team also consists of a
Certified Industrial Hygieni~ a radiation protection techniciq a Certified Safety Professional,
an electrical safety expert, and two people with responsibilities for waste management and
disposal. The remaining members on the team are comprised of administrative support staff.

3.2 Determining the needfor a BMHA

Stated previously, the project engineer must decide if the hazard evaluation process is
warranted. In some circumstances however, the BMHA process is a mandatory activity. These
circumstances include all Facilities projects or work activities performed in environmental
restoration sites, when hazardous chemicals are known to be present intrusion of laborato~
exhaust or drainage systems, or construction projects performed in posted radiological areas.

Most renovation projects do not require a fill suite of hazard assessments, due to the nature
and scope of the work. The project engineer can select specific hazards for review based on his
understanding of the work to be performed. In these cases, the coordinator will only route the
BMHA request to those subject matter experts indicated. If, however, it is determined that a
more extensive review is needed, the project engineer will be contacted and a more extensive
review will be done.

3.3 The BMHA Process

The process for obtaining a hazard evaluation involves severaI steps with specific
responsibilities by individuals, depending upon where they fit into the overall project scheme.

Specifically, the requester ofthehazardassessment

. Completes the top portion of the request form with a requestor name, project number and
description.

. Identifies the necessary services (i.e. radiatio~ industrial hygiene, asbestos)

. Provides design details with the request, such as drawings, maps, equipment lists, description
of work activity, and any process knowledge that may indicate the type and location of any
hazards.

. Forwards the BMHA form to the coordimtor.

The BMHA Coordinator
. Receives the BMHA request form and attachments from the requester.
. Negotiates the schedule for the BMHA.
. Forwards copies of the request to the appropriate ES&H Support team subject matter experts

for evaluations as required by the requester and project description.
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. Receives the completed evaluations from the ES&H Support team subject matter experts.

. Returns completed BMHA form and other applicable documentation to the evaluation
requester.

. Tracks BMHA information in database.

The ES&H Support team subject matter experts conduct evaluations as required, following
their evaluation process and forms. The basic hazard identification methodology is as follows:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Contacts and interview the space/equipment owner, Facilities contac~ and the employees
fmiliar with the site and/or equipment.

Reviews past investigation reports and BMHA’s that provide information relevant to the
evaluation request.
Performs an on-site inspectio~ if required, of the site/equipment to identi@ concerns
associated with the evaluation request.
Performs sampling and./or monitoring as required to filly characterize or determine the
extent of chemical, radiological, asbestos, or other contamination.
Communicates with other subject matter experts on the team when appropriate to ident~
and verify absence or presence of other hazard impacts (i.e. radiological concerns on ER
sites).
Documents existing hazards, work practice/engineering controls, and sampling data
associated with the projectiwork site on the BMHA Form.
Documents any recommended worker PPE a.dor additional recommendation guidance, or
work practices necessary to safely perform the work on the project/work site.
Identi~ regulato~ requirementdguidance on the BMHA Form.
Returns results of the assessments or evaluations with recommendations to the coordinator.

The last step in the BMHA process is the implementation phase, where it is necessary to
ensure that the information gathered is then transmitted to the work force. In this phase, the
engineer, maintenance planner, work leader, or supervisor completes the project design or
maintenance work package, and incorporates the BMHA guidance into the work documents
either directly on the drawings or as attachments to the project documents. The construction
inspector or construction manager conducts pre-job briefings to review BMHA guidance with
the workers as appropriate. In this last step any required training is verified and any required
permits are coordinated and obtained.

3,4 Controllinghazards

Upon receiving the summary repo~ the project engineer must make a decision on how best to
proceed with the project. The summary report will identify the hazards that will be encountered
and contain information on how to control those hazards. For instance, for intrusive work on an
exhaust system the industrial hygiene report may require the use of chemical resistant clothing
and a respirator. Work in an environmental restoration site may impose restrictions on
excavations and soil removal. Given this informatio~ the engineer can design around the
hazards or provide engineering controls within the project documents. Another option is to
completely remove the hazard by using specialty contractors prior to petiorming the general
construction work. This is most often seen in asbestos abatement projects, where abatement
contractors come in ahead of the scheduled project and remove any asbestos that may be
impacted by the general work.

Ih those cases where the hazards cannot be avoide~ the contract documents provided to the
contractor will disclose the hazard i~orrnation. This disclosure also contains the restrictions
that are placed on the project.
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These restrictions may include:

. The need to obtain Sandia-issued permits, based on a specific task to be performed i.e. hot
work confined space entry.

● Additional oversight by one or more subject matter experts
● Additional worker training specific to a unique hazard expected to be encountered in the

work area

The hazard assessment information is included as a contractual requirement necessitating the
need for the construction contractor to account for the identified hazards in its site-specific
safety plan. This stiety plan is a requirement for each project and must be submitted prior to
performing any work. This plan must acknowledge that the hazards are understood and include
a method for working around the identified hazards. This plan is then transmitted to Sandia in
the form of a submittal that is reviewed by the support team to ensure that the contractor’s plan
is adequate andfilly addressesthehazardinformationprovided.

4 SYSTEMS APPROACH TO WORK

Sandia’s involvement in construction safety does not end once an authorization to proceed is
issued to the contractor. The BMHA is one of several processes within an integrated system of
processes that is used to manage construction safety.

Sandia’s ES&H Specification for construction provides the contractor with guidelines and
procedures for construction activities at the Sandia site. Specific items in the specification
include provisions which are more stringent than the OSHA 29CFR1926 Regulatory
Guidelines, as well as site-specific guidelines for waste disposal, confined space entry, lockout/
tagout, mobile crane use, hot work and torch cutting on lead-based painted surfaces, and
electrical safety. For example, a hidden hazard / digging permit process must be completed
prior to excavating any soil or penetrating any concrete wall or slab. This permit process seeks
to ensure that utilities, which may be buried in these locations, are identified to the best of
Sandia’s ability, using as-built record drawings and instrumentation. Strict provisions for
personal protective equipment use are provided and enforced under this permit process.

Sandia employs a construction inspection team comprised of twelve people who are
experienced in the structural, mechanical, and electrical construction trades. In addition to their
work experience, Sandia provides additional training to subsets of the inspection team by
outside agencies. Competent person training has been provided in the areas of crane inspection
and rigging, fall protectio~ scaflold erectio~ and confined space entry. Members of the support
team having certiilcations in OSHA’S Construction Outreach Program offer monthly in-house
training on individual OSHA subparts in a manner consistent with OSHA’S 10 and 30 hour

voluntarycomplianceprogram.This in-housetrainingis also extendedto the contractor’s
employees on a voluntary basis. Training topics are scheduled to coincide with known future
activities, with emphasis given to those areas where an increase in accidents or noted
deficiencies has been identified.

On a weekly basis the inspection team along with Sandia’s construction safety experts,
performs site-wide audits of all active constmction projects. Deficiencies found are corrected
immediately, if possible, and tracked in a database. The database is used to identi~ any trends,
which may be indicative of a need for fhture training sessions. The database is also used to
monitor contractor performance in construction safety. This information can then be used, in
addition to other criteri% for fidure evaluation and selection of construction contractors.
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5 suMMARY

Sandia’s engineering department averages approximately 3600 projects annually. In the first
seven months of Fiscal Year 1998 312 BMHA’s have been processed with an average turn
around time of one week. In the previous year, a total of 373 BMHA’s were processed within
an average time of eight days. To ensure that cost is not a prohibitive factor in obtaining a
hazard evaluatio~ the cost of the BMHA is borne by the department responsible for managing
the assessments and not by the customer.

Both the BMHA and lSMS processes, coupled with the other stie~ and health related
processes, have demonstrated success in managing construction projects at Sandia National
Laboratories.

Sandia management believes the cost associated with the program to manage health and safety
in construction in this manner is a good business decision. The program seeks to ensure the
health and safety of the contractors coming on to the Sandia site, limits liability associated with
potential legal actions resulting flom accidental exposures and release of hazardous materials to
the public, and demonstrates good community relationships. Specifically:

. The BMHA process, as an integral part of ISMS and the construction progr~ effectively
identifies and discloses ES&H hazards present at a construction site in a proactive manner.

. The programs and subsequent processes provide the engineers with tools to engineer out the
hazards and provides them with timely information to make sound economical decisions.

. The contractor is provided with information that can be used to reduce exposures to its
employees and lost work time for ES&H related issues resulting in greater efficiencies and
lower workers compensation insurance premiums.

The resultant decrease in the construction accident / injury rate to one half the national
average (BLS 1997) and a zero fatality record for Sandia-managed construction projects
demonstrates that Sandia’s role in construction safety is a positive one.
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